
Alberta Adventure Divers       

Jan 3, 2023 -  Happy New Year! 
 

I enjoy ‘Year in Review’ montages 

I planned to make a stab at it, but… 
 

Our 2023 BC trip has openings: Feb 16-20 

 

Thanks for your enthusiasm and support over the year. I was reflecting on dive memories of 

2022; it’s been a great year of exploring. I planned to touch on each month but stopped after 

realizing that we are active throughout the year, and not just in our short summer season. 

Enjoy the memories, and we look forward to diving with you soon. 

 

Jan: 2022 began with so much snow, and it is also ending 

this way. Inside the dive store is always warm and toasty. 

In Jan divers are starting to ask about dive travel and 

tropical destinations, but Covid/Omicron travel restrictions 

are still a concern. 

We enjoy pool sessions to stay active, and also an ice dive 

day! Sadly a bitterly cold wind blew in and we could not 

have a second ice dive day after the hole was cut.  

 

Feb: Jim, Leana and Isaac completed the Divemaster 

course! Much of the course was an exercise in patience 

as we had to work around Covid restrictions. 

Congratulations! 

 

 

 

Feb: A dive group trip – finally!!!  To Vancouver BC 

for our Family Day dive trip. If you’ve never been to 

BC, the diving is the best cold-water diving! 



Feb: Family Day dive trip – laughs and fun on the surface and underwater. We do have room 

for more divers on our Family Day 2023 trip – contact the store! 

 

Mar: Ice Dive course! A beautiful weekend for family and divers to enjoy being outside. 

 

 Apr: Cylinder vis party and more pool sessions! 



 May: our first school Discover class since 2019 – fun for us and the students!  

Also, Open Water pool sessions again-yeah! 

 

June: dive nights, and Zombie dive fun! 

  
 

July: Woman’s Dive Day, Twin Lake dives 

 

Running out of room & time!!  Special highlights: 
 

CBC Radio ran interviews and news clips on our Zombie dive! 

The Globe and Mail included Clear Lake as one of the top 7 dive adventures in Canada 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/article-seven-

places-to-dive-for-canadas-best-underwater-adventures/ 
 

Tropical Travel:  Sea of Cortez – 10 glorious days on a 

live aboard!  

Divescapes: An amazing event  

Avatar: opening night – an incredible movie! 

 
 

See you in 2023!  Connie & David 
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